Round C

Questions by  Wash U (Marc Einstein, Jonathan Frick, Ashoo Tandon, Jamie Dognes)

TOSSUPS

1.  To the left of the canvas stands a young man, reaching over his head for a yellow fruit. Behind him, Cupid shoots an arrow at three young women clothed in nearly transparent fabric who are dancing in a circle. To the far left, a gray-skinned figure grabs at a woman clothed in the same fabric who is trying to flee. Between this and the dancing women are two more finely dressed women holding their skirts up as though dancing too. FTP, identify this celebration of spring painted by Sandro Botticelli.

Answer: Primavera

2.  She loved Tammuz, but her love somehow caused his death, and she mourned for him greatly. She eventually descended into the underworld to bring back her love, but at each of the seven gates, she had to leave a piece of clothing, leaving her naked. Ereshkigal, goddess of the underworld, then imprisoned her, and she remained there until Ea fashioned a hermaphroditic creature to release her and bring back both her and Tammuz. FTP, identify this most widely worshipped deity of the Near and Middle East, the Babylonian goddess of love.

Answer: Ishtar

3.  Those affected by this disorder have an intelligence that is near normal, though some of their specific cognitive functions are defective. Usually there is a constriction of the aorta as well. Individuals with the condition also have a distinctive phenotype, characterized by small fingernails, elbow deformity, a shield-shaped thorax, and brown spots known as nevi that appear on the skin. FTP, identify this genetic abnormality that produces sterile females of short stature with a web of skin at their neck and shoulders, caused by the monosomy X.

Answer: Turner’s syndrome

4.  Jo Ann Gibson Robinson had been prepared for months for the proper incident around which to mobilize. In December 1955, Robinson mimeographed and distributed over thirty thousand copies of a flyer calling for this event. It was not entirely successful, as Alabama did not give in to demands until the Supreme Court struck down the relevant segregation laws. FTP, identify this central event of the Civil Rights movement that began on the day Rosa Parks appeared in court for refusing to give up her seat to a white man.

Answer: Montgomery Bus Boycott

5.  He believes that free market forces, rather than increased government intervention, can most effectively produce a balanced and noninflationary rate of economic growth. He is also a fierce exponent of the theory that if the Federal Reserve increases the supply of money at a fairly fixed rate, instead of its regular practice of sharply expanding or contracting it, economic stability is more easily attained. FTP, identify this American monetarist who won the 1976 Nobel Prize in Economics.

Answer: Milton Friedman

6.  In this novel are three young boys who, even though they look nothing alike, cannot be told apart and are referred to collectively as “the deweys.” They are the wards of the title character’s one-legged grandmother, Eva Peace. The granddaughter had left her Ohio hometown, but returns years later, rebellious and seducing every man in town, beginning with the husband of her best friend, Nel Wright. FTP, identify this novel where the title wanton seductress ironically brings the town of Medallion together, written by Toni Morrison.

Answer: Sula

7.  He was mysteriously murdered in 1830 after an unsuccessful attempt to keep his home country in Gran Colombia. The chief lieutenant of Simón Bolívar, he defeated the Spaniards at Pichincha to drive them from Ecuador and at Ayacucho in Peru, a victory that essentially ended the wars for independence. He then served for two years as the reluctant first president of Bolivia after he helped to create it. FTP, name this Venezuelan patriot, the namesake of one of the two capitals of Bolivia.

Answer: Antonio José de Sucre

8.  Ernie the cab driver lives in Potter’s Field after the departure of his wife. Mary Hatch is the town librarian, a spinster. Harry Bailey, war hero, died in childhood. Uncle Billy is in an insane asylum after the failure of his business. The small town of Bedford Falls is a place full of bright lights and ill-repute under its new name of Pottersville, and all because one man who’d thought himself insignificant was never born. FTP, identify this classic Christmas film where George Bailey learns the value of his life through the assistance of an angel named Clarence.

Answer: It’s a Wonderful Life

9.  Its author was studying the work of Diaphantos, an ancient Greek from Alexandria, when he came up with it. Though seemingly simple, it puzzled mathematicians for over three hundred and fifty years as they struggled to prove or disprove it. Finally, in 1993, an English mathematician at Princeton named Andrew Wiles claimed to have solved it, but he had a gap in his proof. A revised version, judged complete, was published in 1994. FTP, identify this mathematical puzzle that states that an + bn = cn can only be solved in integers for n is less than or equal to two.

Answer: Fermat’s Last Theorem

10.  The man beloved of one of the sisters in this novel turns out to be cad, the father of an illegitimate child, and a golddigger, as he eventually marries a woman to whom the only attraction he feels is to her money. The beloved of the elder sister, on the other hand, is revealed to be engaged to Miss Lucy Steele, a girl of mean understanding whom he no longer loves but who he stays by because it is the right thing to do, even when his mother disowns him. FTP, identify this Jane Austen novel about Willoughby and Edward Ferrars, the loves of Marianne and Elinor Dashwood.

Answer: Sense and Sensibility

11.  This country’s 1,530 miles of coastline occupies about one-third of the eastern seaboard of Africa. Most of this coast is low-lying, which backs onto the thin forest and grassland that covers two-fifths of the country. Farther inland are mountainous regions, consisting of the Lebombo Mountains, the Manica, Gongorosa, and Angonia highlands, and the Namuli Peaks, as well as another mountainous region that borders Lake Nyasa, or Lake Malawi. FTP, identify this country with its capital at Maputo.

Answer: Mozambique

12. “Truffaldino, the man who is funny” is the servant of the son of the King of Clubs and accompanies his master after the latter is cursed by Leandro and Clarissa. They travel to a distant castle and recover the rather large title objects, which they then must tote home across the desert, with the admonition not to open them until they are near water. Truffaldino twice ignores the warning, opening an object only to have a parched princess emerge and perish each time. FTP, name this Prokofiev opera where the Prince marries the final fruit-enclosed princess.

Answer: The Love for Three Oranges

13.  It is the day where the angel Ong Tao is sent to heaven in order to report to the creator on the certain situation of families. In the first weeks of the lunar New Year, markets are forced to stay open 24 hours a day in order to keep up with the demand of shoppers in search of items for this event whose name literally means “fresh New Year.” FTP identify this Vietnamese holiday on which the North Vietnamese launched a military strike in 1968.

Answer:  Tet

14.  Number fourteen reads “Imperfect piety or love on the part of the of the dying person necessarily brings with it great fear; and the smaller the love, the greater the fear.” The second to last tells Christians “to be diligent in following Christ, their head, through penalties, death, and hell.” “And thus,” states the last, may they “be confident of entering into heaven through many tribulations rather than through the false security of peace.” FTP, identify this religious document, the thirty-second part of which states that eternally damned are “those who believe that they can be certain of their salvation because they have an indulgence letter.”

Answer: The Ninety-Five Theses of Martin Luther

15.  Their movement is similar to that of sound, as both are compressional waves. They can be caused by landslides, such as a small one which hit Nice, France in 1979, or volcanoes, such as an 1883 one in Java, but more often they are caused by a combination of these events.  They are mainly caused by earthquakes which tilt the sea bottom and set off on large scale the same ripples that come from throwing a rock in a pond. FTP, identify these massive waves which are often erroneously known as tidal waves.

Answer:  tsunami

16.  He was born in Montana, the grandson of an important of cavalry officer in the Civil War.  A professor of Spanish at the University of Montana, he goes to Spain on an academic sabbatical.  In Spain he gains an admiration of the Spanish people that causes him to join the Republicans and accepts an assignment to blow up a bridge in territory controlled by the Fascists.  FTP identify this fictional American fighting in the International Brigades during the Spanish Civil War, the protagonist of Hemmingway’s For Whom the Bell Tolls.

Answer: Robert Jordan

17.  Her first husband was the dauphin of France, a marriage that lasted only two years. Five years after his death, she married Henry, Lord Darnley. He arranged the murder of one of her favorite councilors and was then murdered himself soon after, possibly with her assistance. The Earl of Bothwell then captured and married her. At that point the lords rose up against her, and in 1567 she abdicated her throne in favor of her son. A year later she fled to England, where she was put in prison. FTP, identify this woman who was condemned and executed for a plot to murder her cousin, Queen Elizabeth.

Answer: Mary Stuart or Mary, Queen of Scots

18.  There is now a ride at Universal Studios: Islands of Adventure in which one goes through this classic story. Told in the author’s characteristic rhyme, it is every mother’s nightmare of what will happen to her children while she is away. The title character cleans up the massive mess he has made so that the mother in the story never knows that games such as “Up, up, up with a fish” have gone on. FTP, identify this story in which “Sally and me’s” lives will never be the same after a visit from the title character, a children’s classic from Dr. Seuss.

Answer: The Cat in the Hat

19.  For the Stoics, it was a discipline to achieve control over emotions, while a member of the ancient Indian sunnyasins once held his hands above his head until his arm muscles atrophied to adhere to this practice. In modern times, Bentham argued that its tenets are both against human nature and have harmful effects, and Nietzche condemned it as the product of morality inversion by those who cannot live well. FTP, identify this philosophy, endorsed by Schopenhauer, that encourages the repression of one’s desires.

Answer: asceticism

20.  This particle is a product of positive beta decay and helps to propagate fission chain reactions.  Cliff Shull was awarded the 1994 Physics Nobel for pioneering the use of this baryon in diffraction experiments. Containing two down quarks and one up quark, it was discovered in 1932 by James Chadwick. FTP what is this neutral nucleon?

ANSWER: Neutron

21.  His public career was chronicled by the historian Procopius who served on his personal staff for fifteen years. He allegedly killed more than 30,000 rebels to quell the Nika revolt in 532.  He fought the Vandals in north Africa, defeated the Sassanids of Persia in 530, and recovered much of Italy from the Ostrogoths.  FTP, name this Byzantine general who served under the emperor Justinian.

Answer: Belisarius

22. In a span of eight weeks, Busch Series driver Adam Petty and Winston Cup Series driver Kenny Irwin crashed into the third-turn wall and were killed here.  This has prompted many drivers and crews to call for enhanced safety changes, but NASCAR still insists that this course is safe.  For ten points, name this race track which hosted the New England 300 located in the Granite State.

Answer: New Hampshire International Speedway

23. Its NASDAQ code CALL [C-A-L-L] reflects the original name of this company Fleet Call, Incorporated, when it was founded in April 1987.  Mergers with OneComm and Questar Telecom early in its history have allowed this company to help develop a fully-integrated all-digital wireless network.  For ten points, name this Reston, Virginia-based telecommunications company that charges its customers cellular call usage rounded to the nearest second.

Answer: Nextel Communications, Inc.



BONI

1.  Identify the following treaties between the United States and European powers for ten points each.

A.  This 1819 treaty guaranteed that the U.S. would assume the claims of its citizens against Spain to the amount of $5 million and give up its claims to Texas. In return, Spain gave up claims to Oregon country, in addition to Florida.

Answer: Adams-Onís Treaty or Florida Purchase Treaty

B.  This treaty with Great Britain set the northern border of the U.S. at the 49th Parallel from the Lake of the Woods to the border of Oregon, which would then be jointly occupied by both countries.

Answer: Treaty of 1818

C. Fearing that Jay’s Treaty meant that an Anglo-American alliance was coming, Spain hurriedly conceded virtually everything that the Americans asked for, such as free navigation of the Mississippi, in this 1795 Treaty.

Answer: Pinckney’s Treaty


2.  Five presidents in the past three years, an inflation rate upwards of 100%, and now the removal of its local currency in favor of the dollar. Ay Caramba!

A.  For five points identify this South American nation with “mucho problemas”

Answer:  Ecuador

B. For ten,  this is the Ecuadorian currency being replaced by the dollar, which has caused several riots and public disturbances in the last few months

Answer: the Sucre

C.  For fifteen, this Ecuadorian president has spearheaded the project to introduce the dollar and was installed after a civilian junta last December

Answer:  Gustavo Noboa


3.  Identify the work of literature from its ultra-condensed version taken or paraphrased from that website for ten points each. 

A. “[Title character:] Chivalry demands I destroy that evil thing. [His faithful friend:] No, master. It is something ordinary and harmless. [Title character] (falls down)”

Answer: Don Quixote 

B. “[Author:] A screaming comes across the sky. It’s a V-2 rocket carrying twelve thousand pounds of symbolism, and it’s coming down on your poor, deluded, postmodern head.”

Answer: Gravity’s Rainbow

C.  The title character’s virtue reminds his captain of Adam. A mutiny almost happens and the title character is blamed. The captain says, “No way, [the title character] is innocent and pure. Let’s hang him anyway.” Then the author dies.

Answer: Billy Budd


4.  Identify the following about viruses for the stated number of points.

For 5: This spaceship-looking little virus attacks our bacterial friends.

Answer: bacteriophage

B.  For 5: The protective shell of the virus, made up of repeating proteins, is given this name.

Answer: capsids

C. For 10: Not all people who contract this virus ever show any symptoms of it, though it does cause such diseases as mononucleosis, and possibly certain types of blood cancers.

Answer: Epstein-Barr virus

D. For 10: This type of cancer of the blood vessels often seen in advanced AIDS patients is caused by a herpesvirus.

Answer: Kaposi’s sarcoma


5.  Identify the city given a description for ten points each.

A. This city, whose name is Chinese for “on the sea,” lies on the Huangpu River near where it joins the Yangtze. Its continually expanding municipality contains about 30 islands in the Yangtze and the East China Sea.

Answer: Shanghai

B.  This city lies on the Garonne River and the Canal du Midi in southern France. It is an important commercial, manufacturing, and transportation center, and also contains such historic places as the tomb of Saint Thomas Aquinas and the Cathedral of Saint Etienne.

Answer: Toulouse

C.  This city is situated on the namesake river of its country near where that river meets the Pilcomayo River. It has few tall buildings outside the city center, called La Chacarita, which does contain the Casa de la Independencia, where Paraguayan independence was declared in 1811.

Answer: Asunción


6. Identify the Simon and Garfunkel songs from lines for ten points each.

A. “Each town looks the same to me, the movies and the factories.”

Answer: “Homeward Bound”

B. “I’m down on my knees / I’m begging you please to come home.”

Answer: “Cecilia”

C. “All lies in chance, still the man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest.”

Answer: “The Boxer”


7. Identify the following architectural terms for ten points each.

A. The central hall of a church, flanked by aisles; in Romanesque churches they were usually high and narrow to make room for windows.

Answer: nave

B. A recess in a building, usually a semicircular or polygonal projection from the exterior of a church, roofed with a vault; it was originally a niche in a Roman temple meant to hold a figure of a god.

Answer: apse

C. A bell tower, either freestanding or attached to a church building; the name is derived from the Italian for bell. The most famous of these is the Leaning Tower of Pisa.

Answer: campanile


8. Identify the following pre-Socratic philosophers for ten points each.

A. The nine letters attributed to him are known to be spurious, and his one real work is known only through others who have quoted him. He believed that all events take place according to “Logos,” a thing that can be heard and would be accessible to man if not for his folly.

Answer: Heraclitus of Ephesus

B. He was charged with declaring the sun to be an incandescent rock and not a living divinity. He believed in a first cause of motion, called Mind. In his view, Mind began a rotary motion that caused the various forms of matter to slowly separate out of a stationary mass.

Answer: Anaxagorus

C. He believed that if there is any reality at all, it must be only one, eternal and unchanging, and immovable. The multiple, changing world of appearances purported by his predecessors is only an illusion of our senses.

Answer: Parmenides of Elea

9. Identify the following economical terms for ten points each.

A. The individual’s optimal decision in deciding between income and leisure is where this quantity of income and leisure equals the wages earned.

Answer: marginal utility

B. This is one of the major tenets of microeconomics, and describes how supply and demand interact with one another to find a happy medium.

Answer: market equilibrium

C. An unintended consequence of an action whether good or bad, is given this name. An example might be changing lanes on a highway—the lane changer affects the other people around by his action.

Answer: externality


10. Now it’s time to see how well you know your cubicle environment.  Name these characters from Dilbert FTSNOP.

A. (5) This is the dinosaur that lives in Dilbert’s house, added to the comic strip when it was struggling for ratings.

Answer: Bob

B. (10) This character is played by Jason Alexander on the Dilbert TV show.  He has a troll guarding his door and is generally given the epithet “evil” in front of his actual title.

Answer: Catbert

C. (15) This character is the “preventer of information services,” a spoof on unhelpful corporate IS departmements.

Answer: Mordac


11. Identify the composer from works for ten points each.

A. The Poem of Ecstasy and Prometheus—The Poem of Fire

Answer: Aleksandr Scriabin

B. L’Heure espagnole and Daphnis et Chloe

Answer: Maurice Ravel

C. Dante Symphony and Faust Symphony

Answer: Franz Liszt


12. Identify the following terms from Japanese history for ten points each.

A. This name is both the name used by the emperor Mutsuhito and the name of the period of his reign, namely 1868 to 1912 during which intense Westernization and modernation swept Japan.

Answer: Meiji

B. This name is given to those samurai who have lost their masters. They often raided the countryside. If they did find another master, they could become almost slavish in their devotion to avoid returning to their outlaw state.

Answer: ronin

C. Under this code, emphasis was placed upon personal and reciprocal loyalty and duty. It was codified during the Tokugawa period.

Answer: bushido


13. Name these 19th century British prime ministers FTSNOP.

A. (5) This man served a prime minister four times during the period from 1868 to 1894 and instituted many reforms.

Answer: William Gladstone

B. (5) This Jewish conservative was also a prime minister during the reign of Queen Victoria.

Answer: Benjamin Disraeli

C. (10) This man is considered to be the first prime minister, serving from 1721-1742.

Answer: Robert Walpole

D. (10) This prime minister was the founder of the modern conervative party, and reorganized the London police, which are now nicknamed after him.

Answer: Sir Robert Peel


14.  Identify the following paintings from a brief description for ten points each.

A. A man is seated at an easel, his body distorted and angular. In the background are a scene of Paris and another of a small village, while the man with the title deformity paints a woman and a cow.

Answer: Self-Portrait with Seven Fingers (Marc Chagall)

B. In the foreground is a woman in brightly colored clothes. Beside her lie another woman and a child, both dead. Soldiers approach from the background as more death surrounds the central figure.

Answer: Massacre at Chios (Eugene Delacroix)

C. A woman, totally nude save for her headdress, sits on blue cushions, her back to the viewer. A blue curtain is on the right side, and she holds a fan in one hand.

Answer: La Grand Odalisque (Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingrès)


15. Identify the cell organelle from descriptions for ten points each.

A. This organelle is found primarily in plants and in the kidneys and livers of mammals. It converts cellular material to hydrogen peroxide and glucose.

Answer: peroxisome
B. These contain no pigments, unlike some other organelles with similar names, and work in the synthesis of starch, oils, and proteins.

Answer: leucoplasts

C. This network of membrane-enclosed tubules that extend through the cell are attached to the nucleus and manufacture, process, and transport materials in the cell.

Answer: endoplasmic reticulum or ER


16. Identify the following from anthropology that was not quite right FTPE.

A. Finding it impossible to believe himself related to the African-American race, this proponent of biogeography published articles telling how the races are unrelated genetically.

Answer: Louis Agassiz

B. He built a firm reputation with his work on invertebrate taxonomy that is largely forgotten today in light of his and his followers’ radical ideas in chemistry and geology, not to mention his belief of the inheritance of acquired traits.

Answer: Jean-Baptiste Lamarck

C. At one time all Indo-European speaking people were believed to be descended from them, believed in the 19th Century to be a heroic, noble tribe of Central Asia. Though they are still shadowy, it is now known that this is not entirely true, and the very name has been abandoned in the wake of the German National Socialist Party.

Answer: Aryans


17. Name the Shakespeare play from lines FTPE.

A. “’Tis sharper than a serpent’s tooth to have a thankless child.”

Answer: King Lear

B. “What here shall miss our toil shall strive to mend.”

Answer: Romeo and Juliet

C. “O brave new world that has such people in it.”

Answer: The Tempest


18. Answer the following about Maxwell’s equations FTP each.

A. This law states that the electric field over a closed surface is proportional to the charge enclosed by the surface.

Answer: Gauss’ Law

B. This law sates that the electric field around a closed loop is proportional to the rate of change of the magnetic flux cutting the surface enclosed by the loop.

Answer: Faraday’s Law

C. Maxwell himself extended this law to allow for the possibility of a magnetic field produced by a changing electric field.

Answer: Ampere’s Law


19. Identify the following terms from Judaism for ten points apiece.

A. This term is applied to Jewish expository and exegetical writings on the Scriptures, mainly the interpretations of the laws and customs of the Old Testament by various rabbis.

Answer: Midrash 

B. The purely legal sections of rabbinical literature are found in both the Torah and the Midrash and are given this name.

Answer: Halakah

C. This section of the Midrash is a complement to the Halakah and is composed mostly of legends, anecdotes, and parables.  It is traditionally read during Passover.

Answer: Haggada


20. Identify the following British legislation for ten points each.

A. These laws were passed in 1815, placing a tariff on grain. Farmers and landlords enjoyed the high grain prices, but city dwellers were angered because the price of bread was also high. They were repealed in 1846.

Answer: Corn Laws

B. This law gave industrial areas more representation in Parliament and extended the franchise to virtually all middle class men, making 20% of adult men eligible to vote.

Answer: Reform Bill of 1832

C. William Gladstone, a Liberal, introduced a bill that would extend the vote to working men in cities that did not pass. The next year, Benjamin Disraeli, a Conservative, introduced a similar bill that received bipartisan support and passed.

Answer: Reform Bill of 1867

21.  Identify these goddesses from Hindu mythoogy F15PE:

A. Riding a swan and holding a book and a flute, this goddess of knowledge and mistress of the arts rules the creative and intellectual realm.

Answer:  Saraswati

B. This princess of the mountains became a hermitress and mortified her body in order to win Shiva’s admiration, and in the process became his consort.  She is also known for cajoling Shiva into releasing the secrets of the cosmos unlocked in his mind.

Answer:  Parvati


